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2022 Rental Excavator Task Breakdown  
 
The tentative plans for the rental excavator are as follows: 
 

1. The surveying and engineering of the south end of Mallego road is ongoing at this time. 
Once it is completed, and the easements have been obtained, we can start to work on 
the drainage that is so critical to the reconstruction and repaving of this road. 
Depending on how extensive this project is, the machine could be tied up there for 2 
months or more. There are going to be substantial pipe runs, and probably concrete 
structures that need to be installed, followed by substantial ditching. 

  
2. The owner of the property at the top of Orchard Hill Road has given his OK to the 

conceptual drawings of what his house would look like if we cut 4 to 5 feet of the knoll 
out of that road, and swung the road away from the front of his house to align with the 
curve beyond it. This would be done in conjunction with the realignment of the road as 
a CMA engineers has a task order to work on a construction plan, drainage plan, and 
procuring easements from James Connick, Corey Valley, and Pumpkin Hollow trailer 
park. Once this work is done, the rental excavator could be on this project for two 
months 

  
3.  Six culverts would potentially need replacing on Deer Ridge Road once the test borings 

analysis has determined what course of action, we would be taking to remedy the road. 
This would keep the excavator busy for a week. 

  
4.  CMA engineers is working on a task order to reconstruct the intersection of Oak Hill 

Road and Route 9. The plan is to remove the westbound slip ramp into Oakhill Road, 
and create a T intersection in its place. This would allow the historic drainage issue in 
this area to be more easily routed into a State-owned storm drain on route 9. There 
would be substantial ledge removal to accomplish this. This could occupy the rental 
machine for 3 to 4 weeks. 

  
5. There will most likely be on again off again work for the machine at the new town hall. 

  
6. Normal ditching will take up any slack time. 

 

Respectfully,  
Marc Moreau 
Road Agent 


